Compatible Back Boxes for Control 300 Series Loudspeakers

**MTC-300BB12**
For models: Control 322, Control 321 & Control 312

- **Tannoy**
  - Model: TEQ1200

- **Atlas**
  - Models: Q4612, Q4712, Q4812
  - Note: Control 300 series baffles mount to backbox at corners.

- **Lowell**
  - Models: DX1512, DX1612, DX1712
  - Notes: 1. Control 300 series baffles mount to backbox at corners. 2. Based upon dimensional information provided by box manufacturer; baffle mounting not confirmed with actual unit.

**MTC-300BB8**
For Model: Control 328

- **Tannoy**
  - Model: TEQ880

- **Atlas**
  - Model: Q408
  - Note: Based upon dimensional information provided by box manufacturer; baffle mounting not confirmed with actual unit.